Introduction
Quantitative identification of unspecified medical product-adverse event (AE) relationships-often referred to as signal detection-is integral to worldwide medical product safety surveillance. Gamma Poisson Shrinkage (GPS) is a disproportionality method commonly applied to spontaneous reporting systems for signal detection [1] . Implementation of signal detection methods using routinely collected electronic data can expand the scope and scale of pharmacovigilance. In contrast with spontaneous reporting systems, however, little experience has been gained in the implementation and interpretation of GPS with observational electronic health care claims and administrative data.
Investigators have proposed a variety of AE signal detection methods for observational data, including disproportionality approaches [1] [2] [3] [4] , the tree-based scan statistic (TreeScan) [5, 6] and others [7] [8] [9] [10] . Disproportionality approaches, including GPS, Information Component (IC) and the proportional reporting ratio (PRR) all have been applied to observational data, typically in two fundamentally different ways. One approach has been to apply the methods as closely as possible to their implementation in spontaneous report datasets by using observational data to mimic spontaneous reports of drug-event combinations [2, 11] , including the "spontaneous reporting system methods" of GPS, Information Component, PRR and reporting odds ratio (ROR) as implemented and evaluated in Schuemie et al. (2012) . In one example, Curtis et al. (2008) identified exposure using the Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey (MCBS) and outcomes from a sample of medical claims linked to the MCBS. Monthly reports were created to mimic spontaneous reporting databases and analyzed as if they were spontaneous reports. Zorych (2011) used simulated and administrative claims data to evaluate disproportionality methods using three different approaches for creating the analytic 2 × 2 table; none accounted for exposed or unexposed person time. Schuemie (2011) used simulated data to conduct a pilot implementation of several modifications of GPS, comparing person-level and exposure-day level approaches for calculating observed and expected counts, and specifically adjusting for protopathic bias [3] .
A second approach adapts these methods to try to better leverage the richness of longitudinal observational datasets. Noren et al. (2008; 2010) applied the Information Component Temporal Pattern Discovery (ICTPD) approach by comparing the observed count of a drug-outcome combination to an expected count based on general occurrences in the database, coupled with a self-controlled design element by comparing the Observed and Expected counts of an event after prescription to the Observed and Expected counts before prescription [4, 12] . Schuemie et al. (2011) used simulated data to evaluate an alternative approach (Longitudinal GPS: LGPS) similar to our implementation here where rather than comparing to expected counts based on occurrence of events for patients taking other prescribed products he utilizes exposed and non-exposed time at risk to develop a richer denominator [13] .
Both implementation approaches have strengths and weaknesses. The LGPS method computes expected counts of medical events during drug exposure based on an aggregate of unexposed patient time in ever-exposed and unexposed patients, potentially introducing confounding as unexposed patients may be less likely to have events related to the drug indication or underlying disease than the exposed population. For ICTPD, one of the two comparisons is of events occurring within a specific time after a dispensing of the drug of interest to all observations of that event after exposure to all other drugs but within the same at-risk period to give an Expected count. Inclusion of drugs associated with the outcome of interest will inflate the Expected count, and could lead to a reduced ICTPD score for the drug-event of interest; the inverse could occur with protective effects [14] [15] [16] . The GPS and ICTPD approaches and others differ in how a score is derived for the drug-outcome pairs, but also in terms of the test statistic, the choice of signaling threshold, as well as differences in implementation, some of which reflect the differences in the observational databases used (e.g., different terminological classifications of outcomes) [17] .
More recently, Schuemie et al. (2012) and Ryan et al. (2012) published a comparison of multiple signal detection methods using longitudinal data across three countries [13, 18] . The approaches are similar. Schuemie (2012) compared 10 methods using a set of positive and negative controls (drug-event pairs) for comparison. They reported positive results for most methods, including LGPS. Direct applicability of their results to routine open ended signal detection is hard to assess as they limited their assessment to a small set of known associations and their comparisons were based on area under the curve estimates on ROC curves where all sensitivity and specificity thresholds are considered equally important. In practice the tail ends of ROC curves may not be appropriate to consider in assessing surveillance approach effectiveness; if there is great differential performance between methodological approaches in these tails of ROC curves a misleading impression of performance and erroneous comparisons between approaches can be made. Schuemie et al. (2012) focused on point estimates instead of the lower thresholds of confidence limits that are more commonly used in signal detection to protect against spurious findings [1] . Finally, focusing on point estimates creates the potential to favor methods that routinely over-estimate risk.
Given that the GPS approach has shown promising results for use in longitudinal data [2, 3, 5, 11, 13] , we furthered the prior work by applying GPS in a "real-world" environment not limited to specific associations but rather including non-prespecified drug-event pairs for evaluation. Such a real-world open ended discovery approach has not to our knowledge been taken with a GPS based method, although open ended discovery was done in Noren et al. (2010) for the ICTPD approach [12] . Our implementation closely mimicked the approach described in the U.S. Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) Mini-Sentinel project for evaluation of non-prespecified AEs [19] .
We present a pilot study evaluating the implementation of GPS for drug-AE signal detection using routinely-collected electronic medical encounter data in a multi-site environment. We also compare the GPS results to findings from a TreeScan study that used identical input datasets.
Methods

Overview
Signal detection using observational data requires three key specifications: (i) the analytic approach related to calculating exposures, identifying cases, defining comparators, and handling censoring; (ii) the statistical method used; and (iii) the signaling thresholds. Our implementation compared the rate of exposed outcomes with an expected count based on unexposed time. Therefore, the specific question was whether there is a statistical signal of excess risk of an outcome during exposed time as compared to unexposed time. In this paper we define a "signal" as a statistical association between a drug and a diagnosis within an exploratory framework without any requirement for verification of case status by medical record review or other confirmatory analysis. These "statistical signals" do not imply causality, but rather represent an association that meets pre-specified signaling thresholds that may warrant further investigation. Statistical signals identified using signal detection methods often can be explained by bias and confounding. We focused on signal detection implementation approaches using observational data, not prioritization and investigation of the signals identified. Such signal refinement requires additional methods and dedicated resources beyond the scope of this study [20] . electronic database of member demographics, enrollment, outpatient pharmacy dispensing, and inpatient and outpatient encounters. These data have been used in several drug safety studies [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] and described in detail elsewhere [21, 22, 28] .
Demographic information includes date of birth and sex. Enrollment consists of enrollment start and stop dates and a drug coverage indicator. Pharmacy dispensing data includes dispensing date, national drug code, units dispensed, and days supplied. Encounter information includes all diagnosis codes recorded during ambulatory and inpatient encounters.
We employed a distributed data model [29] [30] [31] that enabled sites to share only summarized count information for aggregation and analysis. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at each site.
Study Drugs
We identified users of two antifungal drugs, terbinafine and itraconazole, and two diabetes drugs, pioglitazone and rosiglitazone. These products were selected because they have substantial exposure, well-characterized risks, and allow for within-indication comparisons. We noted established associations between terbinafine and itraconazole and risk of liver disease [32, 33] and allergic reaction [34, 35] . Itraconazole and both diabetes drugs carry black box warnings for congestive heart failure on the U.S. FDA approved product labeling . Each drug was analyzed separately, without consideration of prior or concurrent exposures.
Diagnosis Definitions
Starting with all ICD-9-CM diagnosis codes we removed diagnosis codes associated with conditions unlikely to be drug-associated acute AEs (e.g., neoplasms, pregnancy and perinatal conditions, congenital anomalies, injuries and poisoning, diabetes). The remaining 1676 diagnosis codes were grouped using the Multi-level Clinical Classifications Software (MLCCS) [36] . The MLCCS is a hierarchical system with four levels of clinical concepts denoted by four 2-digit identifiers. The top level MLCCS identifies 18 body systems, and each can have up to three sublevels, as represented by the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 2-digit codes. Each diagnosis code belongs to one classification group at each level of the MLCCS system, creating a hierarchical tree structure, where related diagnoses are close to each other on the tree. The exclusion process resulted in 183 overlapping groupings of related clinical concepts that were evaluated as potential AEs. Table 1 illustrates the hierarchical tree structure. Analyses were done at all four levels of granularity separately. Since we created a single set of diagnoses across products, we expected to identify some "signals" that represent bias and confounding common to uncontrolled observational studies (e.g., pioglitazone patients will have a higher rate of diabetes related complications such as eye disorders).
Contributed Person Time
All individuals with a membership period with medical and drug coverage over 180 days contributed person time. Membership gaps of 60 days or less were bridged to create continuous membership periods. Contributed days began after a 180 day baseline period, and ended for that member at the first incident diagnosis of any clinical concept, the last day of enrollment, or the end of the study period (December 31, 2003) , whichever came first. Figure 1 illustrates how contributed time was parsed. The baseline period was used as to identify prior diagnoses; no exclusions were applied during baseline. 
Drug Exposure
Contributed days were either exposed or unexposed person time. Treatment episodes (i.e., exposed person time) began the day after a drug dispensing and continued until the end of exposure based on days supplied. Consecutive dispensings were combined, and exposure gaps of six days or less were bridged to create continuous episodes. Unexposed person time was defined as all contributed days without exposure. For each product we calculated total exposed and unexposed person time.
Outcomes
We defined an incident outcome as the first observed diagnosis during contributed time that was not observed during baseline. Only the first incident outcome observed was counted and designated as exposed or unexposed; this restriction is necessary for the TreeScan analysis that adjusts for multiple testing and was applied here to enable comparison across methods.
Calculation of Observed and Expected Counts
Exposed outcomes are the number of incident outcomes observed during exposed days. The unadjusted expected count is the number of exposed days times the rate of incident outcomes during unexposed days, calculated as the number of unexposed outcomes divided by the number of unexposed days. Using indirect standardization, we adjusted expected counts for age, sex, and health plan.
Following the distributed data model approach [29] [30] [31] , each site executed analytic code provided by the study coordinating center. Analytic program output contained counts of exposed and unexposed days and outcomes by age (5-year strata) and sex; counts were transferred to the coordinating center for aggregation and analysis.
Gamma Poisson Shrinker
The GPS was proposed by DuMouchel [37, 38] as a signal detection tool for large frequency tables with both observed (O) and expected (E) counts for each drug-outcome pair. It assumes the observed count of any drug-outcome pair follows the Poisson distribution. For spontaneous reports, there are no drug exposure denominator data, so the expected counts are calculated under the null assumption that each drug has the same proportion of diagnosis codes. That is, the expected counts are internally derived assuming the independence of drug and event reporting, and calculated as the product of two marginal frequencies of the drug-outcome pair and the total count of all observed events. For example, if seizures comprise 1% of all the diagnosis codes, over all drugs, and itraconazole has a total of 800 diagnoses, then the expected number of seizures is eight for itraconazole.
Unlike spontaneous reporting databases, population-based event monitoring using health plan data can calculate observed and expected counts based on observed exposure information and diagnoses observed during exposed and unexposed time. GPS can be directly adapted to such settings with the internally derived expected counts replaced by the expected counts constructed using the denominators.
Details of the GPS algorithm have been extensively described [37] [38] [39] [40] . Briefly, for each drug-outcome pair, the primary parameter of interest was the risk ratio. Rather than using the observed over expected (O/E), GPS uses the empirical Bayesian geometric mean (EBGM) posterior distribution of the risk ratio and the surrounding confidence interval for each drug-outcome pair to identify statistical signals of excess risk. To prevent spurious false positives due to implausibly high risk ratios, GPS implements a Bayesian framework that "shrinks" O/E estimates towards a value which is close to the average O/E values for all drug-event pairs at each level of granularity. For these data, that average is about 1.5. GPS accomplishes this by use of an empirical Bayesian framework where the values of all O/E estimates are modeled as a mixture distribution. This so-called "prior distribution" is then combined with data on a specific drug-outcome pair to give a score: the EBGM. Further work would be needed to determine whether shrinkage towards an average value far from one is justified or represents an artificial attribute that might adversely impact performance of the GPS approach. We evaluated each level of the diagnosis tree separately.
We used two signaling thresholds for GPS. The first is the lower bound of the 95% posterior probability interval of 1.5 or more (medium threshold). Since the average O/E for our population was close to 1.5, this threshold mimics an excess risk but is not adjusted for multiple testing. To informally adjust for multiple testing when applying data mining approaches to spontaneous reporting, the U.S. FDA uses the lower bound of the 90% posterior probability interval of EBGM of greater or equal to two as the signal threshold for their spontaneous reporting system [41] . We used this threshold as our most stringent signaling criteria.
Comparison to Tree-Based Scan Statistic
TreeScan is a signal detection method that simultaneously looks for excess risk in any of a large number of individual cells in a database and in groups of closely related cells, formally adjusting the p-values for the multiple testing inherent in the large number of overlapping diagnosis groups evaluated [6, 42, 43] . The paper by Kulldorff et al. (2012) details the TreeScan approach for drug safety surveillance [42] . In brief, a hierarchical classification tree is first constructed for the outcomes where related diagnoses are close to each other on the tree. Different cuts on the tree are then made, and it is evaluated whether the group of diagnoses on that branch of the tree has an excess risk of occurring among the drug users. In this way, the method evaluates both very specific outcome definitions such as Paralytic Ileus (a single leaf on the tree) as well as large groups of related outcomes such as Diseases of the Digestive System (one of the largest branches on the tree). The method formally adjusts for the multiple testing inherent in the hundreds or thousands of different cuts evaluated.
For the comparison between GPS and TreeScan we used identical input datasets of age and sex stratified O and E counts for each MLCCS node separately for each drug. We conducted a post-hoc comparison of the GPS and TreeScan results focusing on differences in the number of signals identified overall and by signaling threshold. For this comparison we define two signaling thresholds for TreeScan: multiple testing adjusted p-values of <0.001 and 0.001 < p < 0.05. This comparison was made to help put the GPS results in context using a different statistical signaling method with the same input datasets. We used the product label, medical literature, and clinician input to informally categorize the signals as known, likely confounded, or previously unknown. Formal signal evaluation was beyond the scope of the project.
Results
Terbinafine and Itraconazole
Across all thresholds and nodes on the classification tree we identified 10 GPS terbinafine signals and four itraconazole signals ( Table 2) . One of the 10 terbinafine signals met the highest GPS threshold and five met the highest TreeScan threshold. Of the four itraconazole signals, one met the highest GPS threshold and two met the highest TreeScan threshold. The antifungal signals represent known AEs (e.g., liver conditions, allergic reactions, nausea) or likely confounding by indication (e.g., skin and subcutaneous tissue diagnoses) [32, 44, 45] , Over 46,000 exposed days for terbinafine, 415,000 exposed days for itraconazole, and 1.1 billion unexposed days were assessed.
Pioglitazone and Rosiglitazone
Of the 35 pioglitazone signals identified by either method, 15 met the highest GPS signaling threshold and 27 met the highest TreeScan threshold. For the 22 rosiglitazone signals, six met the highest GPS threshold and 15 met the highest TreeScan threshold ( .03 ). Over 1.3 million exposed days for pioglitazone, 637,000 exposed days for rosiglitazone, and 1.1 billion unexposed days were assessed.
The cardiovascular and renal signals are known AEs or likely due to confounding. For example, diabetes patients have a higher risk for renal impairment and, since diabetes medications such as metformin and glyburide are contraindicated for those with renal dysfunction, diabetes patients with renal impairment may have been channeled to pioglitazone and rosiglitazone. Both drugs also signaled strongly for chronic ulcer of the skin, and pioglitazone signaled for eye disorders, another likely example of confounding. with '.'; EBGM: empirical Bayesian geometric mean; *** GPS Signal at lower 90% CI bound ≥2; ** Signal at lower 95% CI bound >1.5; Table includes (1) all major disease category headings; (2) any disease categories that signaled for GPS or with a p-value ≤ 0.10; (3) any parents/grandparent of categories that signaled, and (4) any sibling of a disease category that signaled as long as there were observed events. We excluded any categories that were exactly the same as the parent. Table includes (1) all major disease category headings; (2) any disease categories that signaled for GPS or with a p-value ≤ 0.10; (3) any parents/grandparent of categories that signaled, and (4) any sibling of a disease category that signaled as long as there were observed events. We excluded any categories that were exactly the same as the parent. 
Overall Signaling Comparison
Discussion
Electronic healthcare databases hold promise for pharmacovigilance because they address common shortcomings inherent to spontaneous reporting systems, offer large sample sizes and the potential to study subgroups, and include longitudinal medical information for a defined population. This is the first study to apply the GPS to population-based observational data in a multi-site environment for assessment of non-prespecified outcomes. Prior studies have implemented GPS in similar environments but have focused on pre-specified drug-event pairs.
We identified 71 signals across four drug products. Of the 48 GPS signals identified, 23 (48%) signaled at the highest threshold. We did not formally evaluate each signal for clinical plausibility or prior knowledge of association, or prioritize them for refinement. All GPS signals were either known associations or could be reasonably attributed to confounding. We counted as unique every signal at each level of the hierarchical tree, an approach that overestimates the number of signals that would require refinement under a real-world implementation. For example, we counted signals for Diseases of the Nervous System and Sense Organs (06), Eye Disorders (06.07), Cataracts (06.07.01), and Glaucoma (06.07.03) as four distinct signals, although the higher-level signals (06 and 06.07) were almost entirely made up of the two lower-level signals and would not require four distinct signal refinement activities.
The GPS and TreeScan results were similar with respect to the clinical areas that signaled, although findings varied by signaling threshold. In the few cases that GPS did not signal and TreeScan signaled at highest threshold, observed counts were high and O/E was low. This is expected behavior based on the nature of the two methods.
We note that using observational data for signal detection requires complex and often subjective analytic specifications, often unstated, that can directly affect the interpretation of the findings. Our implementation applied common epidemiologic approaches such as allowing individuals to contribute exposed and unexposed person time, and most importantly, involved identification of non-specified incident outcomes. The pilot was conducted using a fully distributed approach that did not require sharing of person-level protected health data but allowed identical definitions and analyses to be performed at each data partner.
Implementation required specifications such as the baseline period, the allowable enrollment gap, the definition of contributed, exposed, and unexposed time, the creation of treatment episodes, allowable treatment gaps, right censoring decisions, and incident outcome definitions. A longer baseline period could reduce confounding by indication by identifying more patients with prevalent comorbid conditions, but would reduce overall cohort size due to lack of complete baseline. The incident outcome also can be defined several ways taking into account baseline period, care setting (inpatient versus outpatient), and diagnosis coding hierarchy. By excluding diagnoses unlikely to be associated with an acute outcome we eliminated the possibility of identifying the excluded diagnoses as outcomes. Our exclusion of injury and poisoning codes is debatable; those codes could be valuable in identifying those risks, but there is some uncertainty about how well those codes reflect adverse events versus misuse of safe medications (e.g., overdose). Regardless, they could be added in future implementations, especially in combination with loosening our simplifying restriction that allowed only one incident event per person. Finally, we compared exposed to unexposed time, controlling for age group, sex, and health plan. Others options for confounding adjustment include using an exposed comparison cohort, narrower age stratifications, and matching or disease severity stratification.
Further, we note that we did not identify a set of expected signals that we hoped to find (e.g., expected adverse drug events) or avoid (e.g., confounded signals). Rather, since others have identified GPS as a potentially valuable tool for signal detection, our goal was to investigate the feasibility of implementing GPS and TreeScan in a real-world large-scale data mining application using longitudinal electronic health data without limiting the analysis to pre-specified relationships. We reviewed the product label, medical literature, and consulted clinical experts (co-authors and others) to informally assess whether identified signals were known or reasonably expected due to confounding. In our view there is no clear and well defined list of all known adverse drug events. Most drug labels have extensive adverse event list, but there is no conclusive evidence that all these "adverse events" are caused by the drug. For black box warnings there is usually strong evidence, but most known adverse events do not generate a black box warning. Developing a comprehensive list of all possible adverse events was beyond the scope of the paper and inconsistent with our primary aim to assess implementation in a real world setting.
There is no "correct" decision regarding signaling thresholds, only generally understood trade-offs between identifying more or fewer signals and the resulting changes in numbers of signals needing refinement. The ability to interpret the signal detection findings within the larger pharmacovigilance framework, the ability of the findings to inform decision-making, and effort needed to evaluate them are important factors in whether or not a surveillance approach is viable. For instance, a viable approach will generate signals with enough informational value that they can be quickly adjudicated as likely due to confounding, known, expected, or otherwise uninteresting versus those that require further evaluation and refinement.
We have shown that the GPS method can be successfully applied to population-based health plan data and that it performs adequately, with the ability to detect known adverse events. Although the GPS always shrinks the O/E estimate to some value to reduce variability, it is not always the case that the O/E shrinks towards 1.0 [38] . We observed shrinkage towards approximately 1.5. This property could be seen as less than desirable. It reflects that across all the outcome events under study, there is an excess number of events compared to the expected. Thus, the O/E is shrunk towards some average O/E taken over all outcomes. The fact that this is more than 1.0 could be because the drug causes a whole range of adverse events, or more likely, that the drug is taken by a generally sicker or more frail population that experiences a whole range of comorbidities. Prior implementations of GPS in longitudinal data did not report this finding or any metrics regarding the prior distributions. This finding emphasizes the need for research with empirical Bayesian approaches to report details of the prior distribution so that it is clear to which value shrinkage occurs, and in general the importance of transparency of reported findings, around for example, signaling thresholds and the need to consider alternative implementation approaches such as the use of zero-inflated Poisson to account for the many empty cells and underlying variability. More research regarding the appropriate implementation strategy for GPS using longitudinal data and signaling thresholds and strategies for multi-level testing are also needed, including the potential to adjust thresholds and approaches based on the specific surveillance target(s) and perhaps observed prior distributions.
Compared with TreeScan, there are both strengths and weaknesses to GPS, and it may be ideal to employ both methods simultaneously, using the combined results to better strengthen, refute, and understand signals. A strength of the GPS method is the Bayesian probability intervals; shrinkage of the point estimates towards the population average of O/E is a possible strength, although care must be taken to insure "shrinkage" towards values over unity does not introduce signals. We suggest future implementations carefully assess the GPS parameter sets to understand the distribution of O/E in the underlying population. A major strength of the TreeScan is the formal adjustment for multiple testing and the ability to analyze different levels of disease granularity in a single combined analysis.
Signal detection is one step in the continuum of medical product safety surveillance. Approaches that generate statistical signals difficult to refine are of little practical use [46] -potentially creating an unfortunate situation in which new signal detection methods generate more heat than light. Therefore, it is critical that a robust medical product safety surveillance system have efficient mechanisms-such as those proposed by diverse stakeholders including the governmental agencies, academia and the pharmaceutical industry to quickly prioritize, refine and evaluate and act on signals. Examples of novel approaches to surveillance and signal management include the work of the US FDA Sentinel System [31, 47, 48] the WHO Collaborating Centre for International Drug Monitoring [49] , the Asian Pharmacoepidemiology Network [50] , and the European Network of Centres for Pharmacoepidemiology and Pharmacovigilance [51] , and are being tested in multiple major international initiatives [52] [53] [54] .
